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Hilbert’s Program and Brouwer’s Intuitionism

Hilbert’s Program was not born, nor did it live, nor is it fully understood as a
defense against Brouwerian intuitionism. It was born the oﬀspring of “Hilbert’s
Project,” his decades-long engagement with and advocacy for the epistemology,
proper pedagogy and social signiﬁcance of the mathematical sciences. The goals
of the Project shaped the philosophical writings of Hilbert’s maturity, among
them his 1919-20 lectures, Nature and Mathematical Knowledge:
[I]t is the most pressing task for philosophy to investigate the questions how knowledge comes to be, what it is and what it takes as its
goal. I will handle my material in the light of these questions. My
lecture should, therefore, form a kind of preparation for an epistemology [ Erkenntnistheorie ]. [Hilbert 1922, 3]
Intellectual ingredients for the later Program came from the Project, among
them Hilbert’s axiom of solvability, that every well-posed mathematical problem
admits a resolution, either a deﬁnite ‘Yes,’ a deﬁnite ‘No,’ or a convincing proof
that no solution will be forthcoming. Hilbert believed that the proof theory
would conﬁrm the axiom, but his statement of the axiom itself antedates the
proof theory, having featured in the Problems Address of 1900, delivered seven
years before Brouwer completed his PhD dissertation and eight years before
Brouwer was to launch his ﬁrst assault on the validity of logical laws. Prior to
World War I, the Program was no more than a twinkle in Hilbert’s eye, while
the Project could hardly have been a reply to Brouwer, Weyl and company,
for the intuitionists then counted as no large threat to mathematical peace in
Göttingen.
Questions of date notwithstanding, one cannot always make good sense of
Hilbert’s ideas as reasonable anti-intuitionistic countermeasures, as contributory to prima facie eﬀective arguments against Brouwer’s position. Brouwer
could not have accepted Hilbert’s leading premises. For instance, the metatheorems for which Hilbert labored so strenuously, the proofs that various formal
systems representing higher mathematics are consistent and complete, were to
be obtained via strictly ﬁnitistic reasoning. This required inter alia that those
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theorems and their proofs be couched in a language carrying a particular interpretation that Hilbert took some pains in his writings to expound. On that
interpretation, certain sentences with unbounded quantiﬁers were to count as
incomplete communications: either a manner of mathematical shorthand for
other ﬁnitistically complete communications or procedures for listing ﬁnitistically complete communications. Hilbert insisted that, in a language so interpreted,“[W]e cannot write down number-signs or introduce abbreviations for
inﬁnitely many numbers.” [Hilbert 1922, 1123] Further, ﬁnitistically admissible
denoting terms were to refer exclusively to the perceived shapes of intuited ﬁnite sequences: “[T]he objects of [ﬁnitistic] number theory are for me - in direct
contrast to Dedekind and Frege - the signs themselves, whose shapes can be
generally and certainly recognized by us.” [Hilbert 1922, 1121]
Brouwer could not in consistency have embraced these ﬁnitistic restrictions.
This had less to do with the logic at work in the conjectured proofs than with
the meanings of the statements comprising them. For Brouwer, there were in
pure mathematics no such meanings for statements to have. Unbounded universal quantiﬁcations in intuitionistic arithmetic were perfectly complete communications; in general, they served to assert the existence of abstract mathematical operations with inﬁnite domains and ranges, and, so, refused ﬁnististic
paraphrase. Moreover, there was no prohibition in intuitionism against writing
down “number-signs or abbreviations for inﬁnitely many numbers” so long as
the inﬁnities in question were subject to intuitionistic treatment. Third, by
Brouwer’s lights, “The ﬁrst act of intuitionism completely separates mathematics from mathematical language, in particular from the phenomena of language
which are described by theoretical logic, and recognizes that intuitionist mathematics is an essentially languageless activity of the mind.” [Brouwer 1952,
1200] Accordingly, Brouwer dubbed mathematics licensed by the ﬁrst act “separable mathematics,” mathematics pursued in total separation from language.
So, his intuitionistic mathematics could not rely for its meaning on forms or
shapes of physically realizable sign sequences, phenomena of language. Lastly,
in Brouwer’s mathematical universe, there was no place for the concrete signs
whose forms aﬀorded ultimate objects to Hilbert’s metamathematics, because
the intuitionistic universe of pure mathematics was a universe entirely of mental
constructions, and hence abstract to that extent.
Hilbert realized that the majority of statements made by everyday mathematicians working in, say, analysis feature unbounded universal and existential
quantiﬁers intended to range over uncountable domains. On his foundational
design, these were not to count either as ﬁnitistic or as denotationally meaningful. Such meaning as these statements would bear was to be all inference and no
reference. In general, Hilbert considered the inﬁnitary statements ideals, mere
formulae adjoined to a ﬁnitistic, contentful theory to improve its deductive eﬃcacy. Hilbert drew an analogy between ideal statements that extend contentful
mathematical language and ideal points and lines that projective geometers add
to extend the Euclidean plane.
By contrast, an important pressure point for the intuitionistic critique of
conventional mathematics would vanish on the assumption that inﬁnitary state2

ments such as the classical Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem (that every inﬁnite,
bounded set of real numbers has an accumulation point) which Hilbert would
have treated as ideal, put forward no substantial claim. For Brouwer, the difﬁculty haunting these theorems was that the statements they make could not
be backed up by reliable forms of inference. Further, at least in its higher-order
reaches, intuitionistic mathematics was intended to contradict, not just formally
but also contentually, hallowed results of classical mathematics. Intuitionists of
Brouwerian stripe understood the proposition “every total function from the
real numbers into the real numbers is continuous” to be a theorem of intuitionistic real analysis contradicting, and striking at the root of, classical analysis by,
e.g., rejecting the existence of noncontinuous step functions fully deﬁned over
the reals.
Third, in his original conception of the proof theory, Hilbert assumed that
proofs would be ﬁnitary objects of the same general sort as intuited strings or
sequences. A fortiori, every proof would have to terminate in a ﬁnite number
of steps. To quote him, “In our present investigation, proof itself is something
concrete and displayable.” [Hilbert 1922, 1127] Hilbert’s hope was to prove
consistency for formal theories by reducing to evident absurdity the assumption
that the theories in question contained ﬁnite proofs of contradictions, proofs that
could be fully laid out for examination. Again, Brouwer would have had little
of this. In his eﬀorts to prove the correctness of Bar Induction [Brouwer 1927],
induction upwards within certain well-founded trees from sets of nodes spanning
the tree, Brouwer proposed an analysis of proofs on which intuitionistically
acceptable proofs are generally inﬁnitistic and, hence, impossible to display and
survey exhaustively. Ergo, any metatheorem Hilbert proved showing that no
ﬁnite proof of a contradiction exists would have been insuﬃcient, had it been
available and were Brouwer able to countenance the meaning Hilbert assigned
to it, to convince Brouwer that an informal mathematical theory contains no
hidden contradiction. For Brouwer would have allowed that a contradiction in a
theory might only come to light at the end of an inﬁnite proof from the axioms.
Next, Hilbertian proof theoretic eﬀorts were to be applied, not to theories
in our mathematical Umgangsprache, but to their counterparts formalized in
artiﬁcial languages. Even an intuitionistically acceptable proof that a formal
theory in which results of traditional mathematics can be rendered and derived
is minimally coherent would neither comfort nor discomﬁt a proper Brouwerian
worried over mathematical coherence. The intuitionists held that mathematical language, artiﬁcial or otherwise, was no appropriate guide to mathematical
thought and no real substitute for it. A strictly Brouwerian intuitionist might
have oﬀered (but did not, so far as I know) the following analogy. We can allow
that a particular painting of a scene is, as a painting, visually coherent. We
can see, take in and understand it. From this it does not follow that what the
painting depicts ever took place, or, if it did take place, did so in just the manner there portrayed. In these respects, relations between an historical event,
say Wolfe’s death at Quebec, and a painting of it are like those between mathematical language and mathematical thought as conceived by Brouwer. Just
as Wolfe’s demise occurred before the canvas ever stood on Benjamin West’s
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easel, intuitionistic mathematical language comes along only after the thought,
to record it, perhaps inaccurately, for posterity. Language played no role at all
in what really mattered: the unfolding of mathematical thought. Mathematical
thinking was not to be correctly or even approximately understood as a manipulation of linguistic representations according to ﬁxed rules, as the Hilbert
Program seemed to require. The intuitionist’s grasp of mathematical objects
was to be immediate; in thinking, the intuitionist engaged the objects and not
the signs for them. Therefore, proven coherence among expressions in an artiﬁcial language aﬀorded little guarantee to the intuitionist that thoughts rendered
in that language were mathematically cogent.
Worth special mention at this point is an issue on which Hilbertians and
Brouwerians would have agreed, an issue which much exercised Hilbert: the
autonomy of mathematics. With the Program and within the circumambient
Project, Hilbert and his followers hoped to insure that mathematics would be
acknowledged to have resolved by strictly mathematical means all serious foundational problems pertaining to it. The truth of its basic claims as well as the
coherence and eﬃcacy of its means of proof were to be guaranteed in such a
way that leading metaphysical and epistemological questions about mathematics
were satisfactorily answered solely in mathematical terms. No other discipline,
be it metaphysics, be it psychology, was to get a telling foundational word in, as
far as pure mathematics was concerned. On the issue of mathematical autonomy, the intuitionists stood in seeming agreement with Hilbert, as is apparent
from [Brouwer 1952]. From the intuitionistic viewpoint, answers to all basic
foundational questions regarding mathematics were attainable via mathematical insight, by which means we were to know that all mathematical objects are
mental constructions and all mathematical proofs are mathematically constructive activities.
But if Hilbert’s Program is not well understood as an eﬀective reply to intuitionism, how are we to construe it? Were one to imagine a position on the
foundations of mathematics to which Hilbert’s Program stood in more perfect
opposition, a position friendly to the assumptions of the Program but unfriendly
to its conclusions, that imaginary position would require (1) that mathematical
thought is a manipulation of representations at least partially rule-governed and
not, as the intuitionists held, an engagement with mathematical objects themselves; (2) that proofs are ﬁnite in length; (3) that the mathematical intellect
is divisible into inﬁnitary and ﬁnitary components, the latter maintaining an
epistemic priority over the former; (4) that mathematical claims which refuse
ﬁnitistic reconstrual do not denote and are viewed as limits or ideals adjoined
to the ﬁnitistic component to round it out; (5) that the axiom of solvability
for well-posed mathematical problems fails; (6) that mathematics is not autonomous but survives only under the foundational aegis of some nonmathematical science; and (7) that modern higher mathematics, taken as a whole, is
inconsistent.
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Paul du Bois-Reymond: Mathematician and
Philosopher

At the close of the 19th Century, Paul du Bois-Reymond was counted among
the most successful and inﬂuential of European mathematicians. In the index of
E.W. Hobson’s classic textbook, The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable and the Theory of Fourier’s Series [Hobson 1907], no mathematician
received more page references than du Bois-Reymond. The index listed Cantor,
Dedekind, Dini, Hardy, Lebesque and Weierstrass; only Cantor approached du
Bois-Reymond in number of citations. History books credit du Bois-Reymond
with introducing the terms ‘extremum’ and ‘integral equation’ into mathematics.
He used the word ‘metamathematics’ in his 1890 monograph On the Foundations of Knowledge in the Exact Sciences [du Bois-Reymond 1966] in
roughly its contemporary meaning. He devised a notation for rates of growth
of real-valued functions that is a direct ancestor to the “big O” notation of
contemporary computer science. Under the title ‘limits of indeﬁniteness,’ he
deﬁned the lim inf and lim sup of inﬁnite series and proved basic results governing them. (Cauchy had introduced these notions but du Bois-Reymond may
have been the ﬁrst to recognize their full import.) A major theorem bearing his
name states that, if the sum of an everywhere-convergent trigonometric series
is Riemann integrable, then the series is a Fourier series. In 1868, he formulated and proved the Second Mean Value Theorem for deﬁnite integrals, a result
to which his name is now attached but which Dini once misascribed to Weierstrass. In 1873, he constructed a continuous function with divergent Fourier
series at every point of a dense set, thus refuting conjectures of Dirichlet and
Riemann. In 1875, he described dense sets under the title ‘pantachisch,’ from
the Greek for ‘everywhere.’ He later claimed, against Georg Cantor, priority
in their discovery. In his textbook, Hobson awarded the laurels to du BoisReymond. Although Cantor presented his ﬁrst diagonal proof to the public in
On an elementary question of set theory [Cantor 1891], Paul du Bois-Reymond
had been there well before him, having published a plainly diagonal argument in
an 1875 article on approximation by inﬁnitesimals. [P. du Bois-Reymond 1875]
Arguably his greatest invention was the Infinitärcalcül or inﬁnitary calculus, an
original, nonCantorean account of inﬁnite and inﬁnitesimal sizes as ﬁrst-class
entities that represent not the extents of collections but the rates of growth of
real-valued functions.
David Paul Gustav du Bois-Reymond was born in Berlin on 2 December
1831. He began his academic career in medicine and physiology at Zürich; his
elder brother Emil was a famous physiologist. While in Zürich, Paul collaborated on an important study of the blindspot of the eye. Later, he turned
to mathematical physics and pure mathematics, ﬁrst tackling problems of partial diﬀerential equations. Du Bois-Reymond held professorial appointments at
Heidelberg, Freiburg, Berlin and Tübingen, where he was successor to Hermann
Hankel. Hilbert was certainly familiar with du Bois- Reymond’s mathematical
research; we know that the young Hilbert visited him at least once in Berlin.
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Hilbert was also in touch with du Bois-Reymond’s unique philosophy of mathematics, for du Bois-Reymond was widely recognized as a leading critic of eﬀorts
to arithmetize analysis, as Alfred Pringsheim’s article Du Bois-Reymond’s battle against arithmetical theories in the Encyclopedia of Mathematical Sciences [Pringsheim 1898 - 1904] conﬁrms. Du Bois-Reymond died in Freiburg
on 7 April 1889, having succumbed to kidney disease while on a train trip.
Emil and Paul du Bois-Reymond played major roles in the Ignorabimusstreit,
a spirited public debate over skepticism in the natural sciences. Emil’s 1872 address to the Organization of German Scientists and Doctors, On the limits of
our knowledge of nature [E. du Bois- Reymond 1886], both sparked the debate
and baptized it, for the address closed with the dramatic pronouncement, “In
the face of the puzzle over the nature of matter and force and how they should
be conceived, the scientist must, once and for all, resign himself to the far more
diﬃcult, renunciatory doctrine, ‘Ignorabimus’ [we shall never know].” [E. du
Bois-Reymond 1886, 130] Emil argued that natural science is inherently incomplete in that there are pressing foundational questions concerning fundamental
physical phenomena to which science will never ﬁnd adequate answers. The
address unleashed a whirlwind of argument and counterargument in the press
and learned journals over Ignorabimus that continued well into the 20th Century. As late as 1930, Richard von Mises attacked Emil du Bois-Reymond’s
lecture on behalf of logical positivism, denouncing Emil’s skeptical tropes as
Scheinprobleme. [Webb 119] Phenomenologist Edith Stein employed the word
‘Ignorabimus’ in her summer lectures of 1932 as a general term for psychological questions that empirical science would prove unable to answer. [Stein 1987,
167] This was the Ignorabimus against which Hilbert so often railed. His denunciation of it loomed large in the Problems Address [Browder 1976, 7] as well
as in his ﬁnal public statement, the Köningsberg talk of 1930. [Hilbert 1935,
378 - 387] The latter concluded with a direct reference to Emil’s lecture: “[I]n
general, unsolvable problems don’t exist. Instead of the ridiculous Ignorabimus,
our solution is, by contrast, ‘We must know. We will know’.” [Hilbert 1935, 387]
Those deﬁant lines, “We must know. We will know,” are inscribed on Hilbert’s
burial monument in Göttingen.
Paul du Bois-Reymond’s 1882 monograph General Function Theory [P.
du Bois-Reymond 1882] and the posthumously published On the Foundations
of Knowledge in the Exact Sciences [P. du Bois-Reymond 1966] were devoted to transplanting a similar skepticism into the realm of pure mathematics.
In those works, he expounded a philosophy of mathematics both highly original and remarkably prescient that retains philosophical interest today and was
no mere translation into mathematical terms of his brother’s agnostic stance
toward natural science. He showed himself a forceful critic of arithmetization
and logicism and, in that respect as well as others, a direct ancestor of L.E.J.
Brouwer. In General Function Theory, Paul du Bois-Reymond drew a clear
distinction between actually inﬁnite and potentially inﬁnite sets and, recognizing that the existence of potential but nonactual inﬁnities makes demands on
logic, called into question the general validity of the tertium non datur. Paul
du Bois- Reymond may also have been the ﬁrst to conceive of lawless sequences
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that determine real numbers, Cauchy sequences the successive terms of which
cannot be generated by any predetermined rule or procedure, and to attempt
to demonstrate their existence. To illustrate the idea, he imagined sequences
whose terms are given by throws of a die: “One can also think of the following
means of generation for an inﬁnite and lawless number: every place [in the sequence] is determined by a throw of the die. Since the assumption can surely be
made that throws of the die occur throughout eternity, a conception of lawless
number is thereby produced .” [P. Du Bois-Reymond 1882, 91] (Contemporary
intuitionists have recourse to the very same analogy in illustrating their concept
of lawless sequence. See [Troelstra and van Dalen 645].) He also believed that
information about the physical world could be so encoded in sequences that, if
an encoding sequence were governed by a law, a knowledge of that law would
yield us predictions about the universe that would be impossible to make. Were
we aware of laws for the development of those sequences, he reasoned, we would
be able to answer correctly questions about the precise disposition of matter
at any point in space and at any time in the past. He wrote, “If we think of
matter as inﬁnite, then a constant like the temperature of space is dependent
on eﬀects that cannot be cut oﬀ at any decimal place. Were its sequence of
terms to proceed by a law of formation, then this law would contain the history
and picture of all eternity and the inﬁnity of space.” [P. du Bois-Reymond 1882,
91 - 92] He concluded that, since we shall never possess comprehensive physical
knowledge, we will never have laws for the encoding sequences. (The structural
similarities between this argument of du Bois-Reymond and Brouwer’s weak
counterexamples are plain.)
A goodly part of General Function Theory was written in the form
of a dialogue between two imaginary mathematicians, Idealist and Empirist.
The Idealist championed a conception of the geometrical continuum on which
its basic constituents are generally transcendent and include both inﬁnite and
inﬁnitesimal magnitudes among them. The Empirist restricted mathematical
consideration to those points and line segments and their interrelations that are
immanent and available to geometrical intuition. Our current and future best
eﬀorts at the philosophies of mathematics and of mind will discern only these
two distinct, mutually inconsistent, fundamental outlooks on the foundations
of mathematics, and no ﬁnal decision between them will ever be reached. No
knockdown mathematical argument will be devised for favoring one over the
other. Now or later, the choice between them is largely a matter of scientiﬁc
temperament. According to du Bois-Reymond, mathematics, which is the scientiﬁc study of magnitude, can only be secured by being carried back to the
touchstone of the geometrical continuum. Consequently, the literary artiﬁce of
debate between Idealist versus Empirist corresponded to a natural divide and
an eternal dispute within human mathematical cognition.
Du Bois-Reymond reasoned that this intellectual dualism engenders absolute undecidability results: that there are meaningful questions of mathematics
answers to which depend essentially upon the outlook adopted. The Idealist
answers the question one way, the Empirist another. Since no conclusive mathematical consideration will ever decide between the two, such questions pose
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undecidable problems whose solutions will remain forever outside the range of
our mathematical abilities. A main point of General Function Theory was
that one, if not the premiere, such question is the existence of limits for bounded,
monotonically increasing sequences. Bois-Reymond wrote,
The solution of the riddle [e.g., that of limits], if I am correct, is that
it is and will always remain a riddle. The simplest expression of the
riddle appears to be a psychological one. The most extensive observation of our thought processes and their relation to perception leads
us ineluctably to the conclusion that there are two distinct means of
conception which share the same right to count as foundational in
the exact sciences, since neither of the two produces results that are
disconﬁrmable, at least when we restrict ourselves to pure mathematics. . . . These two methods of representation I name, in keeping
with the standard nomenclature, . . . Idealism and Empirism. [P.
du Bois-Reymond 1882, 2 - 3]
For Paul du Bois-Reymond, who advanced his own account of the inﬁnitely
small, the question “Does the continuum contain inﬁnitesimals?” was especially
pressing. His Idealist argued, along vaguely realist lines, that inﬁnitesimal real
quantities do exist and are required for the completeness of the real numbers.
The Empirist stood in opposition, insisting that we have every reason to believe
that real inﬁnitesimals are ﬁgments of pure imagination, in no way required for
a satisfactory higher mathematics. Du Bois-Reymond maintained that we will
never locate a completely convincing demonstration for preferring either outlook
on this issue. In this, as in the matter of limits, our mathematics is and will
always remain radically incomplete.

3

Paul du Bois-Reymond and the Hilbert Program

Paul du Bois-Reymond’s view of mathematics included positions one would naturally expect in a perspective to which the Hilbert Program was to be a reply.
Hilbert and du Bois-Reymond would have agreed that, on a proper metaphysics
of proof, proofs are seen to be arrays of representations. For du Bois-Reymond,
mathematical thought is a rule-governed manipulation of representations and
not, as the intuitionists maintained, a direct intellectual engagement with mathematical objects. Du Bois-Reymond thought the mind populated by representations or Vorstellungen at various levels of abstractness. At a level close to perception, representations are extracted from perceptions or intuitions and stand
for perceived or intuited objects much as a Xerox copy can stand for its original.
One might call these ‘object representations.’ Du Bois-Reymond allowed that
there are also representations of more adventitious sorts, derived from no real
perception but supplied by the mind itself. He called these Wort-Vorstellungen,
word representations. At this level, there is no pictorial image but only a word
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to tag a concept. Our representations for the limits of sequences of rationals
would generally be of this sort. For du Bois-Reymond, proofs were to be combinations of representations satisfying certain mathematical requirements, as the
introductory section of General Function Theory explained, “So much is
certainly clear: a proof has to connect either a representation which is already
available at the start or the common content of a class of representations, known
as a concept, with a new, to be grasped or proven, ﬁnal representation via a
connected chain of representations.” [P. du Bois-Reymond 1882, 11]
Second, for du Bois-Reymond as for Hilbert, a successful proof had to be
ﬁnite in length and completely surveyable: “For a proof, as with an explanation, is at bottom, and generally speaking, the production of a logically satisfying sequence of representations between one representation, which engages our
concern, and such representations that do not disturb our peace.” [P. du BoisReymond 1882, 111] Du Bois-Reymond’s analyses of various arguments for the
existence of limits, set out in General Function Theory [P. du Bois-Reymond
1882, 61ﬀ] by the Idealist, presupposed that ﬁniteness. For example, consider
a standard argument, by repeated subdivision, for the least upper bound principle on the real numbers, that every bounded, strictly increasing sequence of
real numbers approaches a limit, its least upper bound. Imagine a particular
sequence of that sort and assume that its terms are bounded within the closed
unit interval, 0 on the left and 1 on the right. Then, divide the bounding interval at the point 1/2. Now, either the terms of the sequence eventually exceed
1/2, or they always remain below 1/2 in value. If the former obtains, pick the
closed right half-interval, that between 1/2 and 1. If the latter, select the closed
half-interval on the left, that lying between 0 and 1/2 inclusive. Either way,
the selected half-interval is sure to contain inﬁnitely many terms of the original
sequence. Now, iterate this procedure of divide-and-select. One obtains thereby
a series of nested closed intervals, each of which contains an inﬁnite tail of the
original sequence and is half as long as the preceding interval in the series. The
intervals of the series all have a point in common, their intersection. It follows
that the common point is the limit of the sequence originally given: the terms
of the sequence are sure to get arbitrarily close to it. Therefore, the required
limit exists.
In response to such an argument, Paul du Bois-Reymond’s Idealist did
not point out the obvious ﬂaw: as a reason for the existence of a limit, it
is question-begging unless the reasoner has already somehow secured, by independent demonstrative means, the existence of a unique point lying in the
intersection of all the nested intervals. Instead, the Idealist wished us to see
that, as an attempted proof, as a connected chain of representations transforming representations for the premises into those for the conclusions in a ﬁnite
number of intermediate steps, the procedure of repeated division fails. In the
end, it cannot produce, from the starting object representations for an interval and a sequence, an object representation for a single dimensionless limiting
point. For there can be only ﬁnitely many steps in the chain of representations
that comprise the proof. But, after only ﬁnitely many steps, at most a ﬁnite
number of interval divisions can be performed. At the ﬁnite stage in the di9

vision process when the purported proof has to terminate, one is left with, at
best, the object representation of a ﬁnite interval of nonzero length (perhaps
a visualized line segment) and not the visualized point or dot representing the
unique real number that the argument’s conclusion requires. Moreover, no ﬁnite series of additional halvings of the interval will succeed in transforming an
interval-representing line segment into a point-representing dot. “On the basis
of our assumptions, we can certainly keep reducing the length of the interval
without limit. This is, however, a process which alters nothing in the nature
of our representations. Large or small, the interval . . . remains always an
interval between two rational points.” [P. du Bois-Reymond 1882, 61] Whether
defensible or not, this line of thought would make no sense unless proofs were
required to consist entirely of representations and be ﬁnite in length. (I would
ask the reader to compare the Idealist’s objection to the present proof with
the response of an intuitionist who accepts continuity principles to the same
argument.)
Third, it is not wholly anachronistic to assert that, with his Infinitärcalcül,
Paul du Bois-Reymond believed that he had constructed a nonstandard continuum. Of course, the ideas of nonstandard model and of abstract languages
separate from their varied interpretations were not then available. Du BoisReymond held that the properties of his domain of infinities or infinite orders
(not to be confused with Cantor’s arithmetic of inﬁnite cardinals, a development wholly distinct), agreed to some extent with those of the standard real
numbers. Several features of the nonstandard domain, e.g., density, capturable
by geometrical object representations are manifested in the standard geometrical continuum. But, importantly, the two continua do not have all analytically discernible features in common. The domain of inﬁnite orders contains
inﬁnitesimals, which du Bois- Reymond was able convincingly to show. Using
diagonalization, he also proved that the inﬁnite orders do not satisfy the least
upper bound principle.
To a ﬁrst approximation, the opposition between idealism and empirism was
a register of divergent attitudes toward the existence of inﬁnitesimals. The
Idealist championed the notion that a ‘nonstandard’ number continuum gives
the true underlying structure of the continuum that is intuited geometrically.
The Idealist believed that, behind the latter continuum, lies a structure fully
available to the analytical intellect but only partially available to geometrical
intuition. The idealistic continuum is an ideal, or series of ideals, posited by
the mind and inserted into the intuited continuum to provide needed limits,
to create a completion. By contrast, the Empirist was the champion of a real
number system exhausted by geometrical intuition and mathematical empirism
was to be a system, as du Bois-Reymond wrote, “of complete renunciation.”
[P. du Bois- Reymond 1882, 3] The Empirist renounced the inﬁnitesmials of
the Idealist and restricted himself to the directly intuited reals only. He denied
outright that the Idealist’s analytical machinery exists behind the mathematical
scenes erected by geometrical insight.
Du Bois-Reymond’s division of mathematical thought into empirism and
idealism coincided with a division into its ﬁnitary and inﬁnitary aspects, the
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ﬁrst of which maintained a priority over the second. The Idealist took the concepts of inﬁnitely large and inﬁnitely small magnitudes to make sense and to
be exempliﬁed in reality; the empirist denied sense and exempliﬁcation to both.
Du Bois-Reymond has the empirist exclaim, “[F]or the construction of mathematics, the ﬁnite suﬃces.” [P. du Bois-Reymond 1882, 146] The continuum of
the idealist was to be uncountable in magnitude but that of the empirist only
potentially inﬁnite. It is essential to remember that, in the writings of du BoisReymond, Idealist and Empirist were not so much representatives of diﬀerent
schools of thought, such as logicism or constructivism, as discriminable facets of
one and the same mathematical consciousness. Every mathematician, thought
Du Bois-Reymond, sometimes reasons as the Idealist and, at other times, as
the Empirist, much as Hilbert could consistently demand ﬁnitism in metamathematics and inﬁnitary, classical analysis in the object language. Further, since
du Bois-Reymond believed that the continuum of the Empirist and that of the
Idealist agreed in all apparent geometrical and elementary analytical properties,
no object representation and no mathematical datum would ever distinguish between them by conﬁrming one and disconﬁrming the other. The Idealist will
never, unless he commits a mathematical error, claim anything to be a mathematical fact of an elementary character that the Empirist will not be able to
accept. That is, again with some anachronism, one can allow that idealism was
to be conservative over empirism when it came to the mathematics acceptable
to the latter, much as Hilbert’s inﬁnitary higher arithmetic was to be conservative over its ﬁnitistic fragment. That said, du Bois- Reymond’s empirism was to
hold, in its strict adherence to geometrical intuition, a manner of priority over
idealism. The knowledge it delivers is more certain in that appeal to geometrical
object representation is either innate for humans or acquired very early in life,
while the unfettered analytical thought and word representations of the Idealist
are not. Paul du Bois-Reymond took the results of idealistic real analysis to
be a belated adjustment to the original geometrical data: “Accordingly, we can
glimpse, in the intercalation of irrational numbers among the rationals, only a
retrospective adaptation of the intellective number concept to the concept of
geometrical magnitude, which is either innate or acquired in infancy.” [P. du
Bois-Reymond 1877, 150] Moreover, since Idealist and Empirist were to agree
on all the relevant data, the idealist could look to the continued mathematical
success of the Empirist as support for his own inﬁnitary investigations. [P. du
Bois-Reymond 1882, 148]
Fourth, in the posthumous monograph [P. du Bois-Reymond 1966], du BoisReymond argued that inﬁnitary mathematical claims are generally ideal in that
their terms need not denote anything given by an object representation drawn
from a perceived or intuited realm. Instead, the items represented by those
terms should be viewed as symbolic limits added to the ﬁnitistic or empiristic
√
sector in order to round it out. Apart from those real magnitudes like 2 associated with the visualizable result of a geometrical construction, real numbers
are not allied with object representations but only with word representations
that correspond to nothing in intuited mathematical reality: “The sequence of
contentual representations of exactness has as its end result [its limit] a word for
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something unrepresentable.” [P. du Bois-Reymond 1966, 80] A few pages later in
the same work, we ﬁnd him asserting, “The concept of the inﬁnite which turns
up here is the most signiﬁcant of the unrepresentable word representations, the
foremost idealistic concept, because it is best attached to the question of our
conception of the existence of the ideal.” [P. du Bois-Reymond 1966, 85 - 86]
In the General Function Theory [P. du Bois-Reymond 1882], any magnitude which is purely idealistic is nothing but a symbol: “All the mathematical
magnitudes which we have introduced so far can be located in the realm of the
inner- or extramental perceptual world. We wish to call such magnitudes real.
There are also magnitudes created by the human thought process and which
stand outside any direct relation to the perceptual world. The logical processes
which achieve the combinations of symbols, one of the favorite activities of the
human spirit, lead to certain symbols which are, in mathematics, also called
magnitudes, which serve to assemble into a single sign a mathematical conclusion which frequently recurs.” [P. du Bois-Reymond 1882, 38] Incidentally,
this quotation underscores the extent to which du Bois- Reymond considered
empirism to hold priority over idealism: the Empirist limited his mathematical considerations to those magnitudes which are, as here explained, real. The
Idealist did not.
Fifth, as earlier noted, Paul du Bois-Reymond explicitly refused the axiom
of the solvability of all well-posed mathematical problems. His refusal was a
direct corollary to his characterization of the dualism between Idealist and Empirist. The former believed in the existence of a continuum which contains, in
addition to the rational and constructible magnitudes, inﬁnite and inﬁnitesimal
magnitudes. The latter staunchly maintained that none of these purely analytical adjustments really exists. According to du Bois-Reymond, no completely
convincing mathematical demonstration, no scientiﬁcally respectable argument,
can be given that will prove either the truth or the falsity of the Idealist’s claims
to the satisfaction of all. The truth of the statement “there are real inﬁnitesimal
magnitudes,” positive real magnitudes smaller than any ordinary, positive rational number, which is crucial to the Idealist’s worldview, cannot be decided. It
will never be proved; it will never be disproved. There will be no ﬁnal scientiﬁc
determination of the structure of the continuum. An examination of the text of
Hilbert’s Problems Address suggests that his axiom of solvability, there enunciated, might well have been intended to exorcize this form of incompleteness.
[McCarty 2002]
Finally, Hilbert and Brouwer endorsed, in the strongest terms, the autonomy of mathematics, while du Bois-Reymond rejected it in terms no less vigorous. Paul du Bois-Reymond insisted that mathematics is not an autonomous
science, but requires a nonmathematical foundation supplied by another discipline. He wrote, “As was to be suspected and as we soon recognize, the
[foundational] diﬃculty of the concept of limit is not of a mathematical nature. If it were, it would have been dealt with long ago. The diﬃculty is really
rooted in the simplest constituents of our thinking, the representations.” [P.
du Bois-Reymond 1882, 2] So, the founding discipline for mathematics was to
be the proper study of representations; for du Bois-Reymond, that was to be
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the physiological psychology prospering in Germany during the 19th Century,
among whose foremost representatives had been Johannes Müller, Hermann von
Helmholtz and his older brother Emil. In the ﬁrst section of General Function
Theory, that devoted to the analysis of magnitude, the authorities most often
cited seem to be physiologists, among them Gustav Fechner and Müller. Paul
du Bois-Reymond believed that physiology will reveal to us by experiment the
nature and extent of represented magnitude and, on that experimental basis,
the foundations of mathematics could be erected. Only in this way, by a scientiﬁc determination of what humans can actually perceive of magnitude, can
the crucial foundational distinction between the Empirist, who restricts himself
to magnitudes open to geometrical object representation, and the Idealist, who
is willing to countenance unperceivable and unintuitable magnitudes, be made
with any ﬁrm assurance. The largest feature on du Bois-Reymond’s map of
mathematical thought, the great divide between empirism and idealism, was to
be drawn by the hand of physiology and not by that of mathematics.
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